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SUMMARY
The meshless method is parti ularly appropriate to solve
the fatigue growth of

ra k propagation problems. In this paper,

ra ks in two-dimensional bodies is

onsidered. The analysis is based upon

Paris' equation. New enri hed weight fun tions are introdu ed in the meshless method formulation
to

apture the singularity at the

ra k tip. Simple problems show the a

ura y and e ien y of this

method. Then, it is applied to fatigue analysis of single- and multi- ra ked bodies under mixed-mode
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1. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of fatigue
y li

loading

ra k growth is essential to ensure the reliability of stru tures under

onditions. Cra ks, as a result of manufa turing defe ts or lo alized damage,

may extend until brittle fra ture o
is not

urs. In linear elasti

fra ture me hani s,

onsidered. The propagation is modeled by su

essive

ra ks initiation

ra k extensions, whi h are

determined by the stress intensity fa tors (SIFs) obtained after a stress analysis. The
nite element method (FEM) is not appropriate to perform these su
the

omputational

ost to remesh the body after ea h

ra k extension is prohibitive. To

over ome this di ulty, there are mainly three dierent ways. Firstly, the

element method

extended nite

[1℄ introdu es lo al enri hment fun tions in the FEM approximation in order

to represent the dis ontinuity of the displa ement a ross the
as the

lassi

essive analyses be ause

ra k lines; enri hments are added

ra ks propagate through the elements. Se ondly, the

boundary element method

[2, 3℄

permits to simulate the propagation simply by adding new boundary elements along

ra ks

extensions. Thirdly, the

ra ks

meshless method

[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14℄ lets the

propagate among a set of nodes. The latter method is used in this paper and is improved by
taking into a

ount the near-tip displa ement eld to a

urately

ompute the life of stru tures.
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An outline of the paper is as follows. In Se tion 2, we briey present the basis of the
meshless method and some issues related to its use in fra ture me hani s. Then in Se tion 3,
we

on entrate upon the way to a

urately represent the near-tip displa ement eld with this

method. We re all that a nodal renement near the tip is the way to

apture the singularity

used in most papers, and that an enri hed basis fun tions set or an enri hed trial fun tions set
an also be used. Finally, we des ribe our new method: it
spe ial weight fun tions at ea h
growth analysis: the

onsists in adding three nodes with

ra k tip. In Se tion 4, we explain the steps of a fatigue

ra k

omputation of stress intensity fa tors, the predi tion of the propagation

dire tion and of the in rement length at ea h

ra k tip if the

riterion, and the determination of the number of
several numeri al in Se tion 5 and draw the

ra ks are stable, the instability

y les until unstable

ra k growth. We give

on lusions in Se tion 6.

2. MESHLESS METHOD
We use the numeri al method to solve partial dierential equations (PDEs) without the need

diuse nite element
element-free Galerkin method. In this paper,

to build a mesh that was introdu ed in Referen e [15℄ under the name

method
we

and in Referen e [16℄ under the name

hoose to use the name

prin iple

meshless method

ommonly used nowadays. The fundamental

onsists in approximating the unknown eld of the PDEs by a

approximation
previously

moving least-squares

(MLSA). This approximation is briey re alled hereafter. We refer to both

ited papers for the details.

Consider a set of N nodes s attered in a domain Ω and let xi be the
h
The MLSA u (x) of a (multi-dimensional) eld u (x) in Ω is:

N
X

uh (x) =

oordinates of node

φi (x) ui

i.

(1)

i=1

where

ui

is the value of the eld

u

xi

at

φi

and

is the shape fun tion of node i, given by

φi (x) = cT (x) p (xi ) wi (x)
where p(x) is a set of basis fun tions,

wi (x)

(2)

is a weight fun tion asso iated with node

c (x) = A−1 (x) p (x)
with

A (x) =

N
X

i

and
(3)

wi (x) p (xi ) pT (xi )

(4)

i=1

A matrix is denite positive and that
Ωi ontaining xi is asso iated
φi (x), equal zero outside Ωi . This hoi e is made

In pra ti e, the weight fun tions are positive so that the

the approximation is well-behaved. Moreover, a small domain
with node

i su

h that

wi (x),

and as a result

in order to give the approximation a lo al
and (4) to a few terms. Finally, the
with the distan e between

xi

and

x,

hara ter and to restri t the sums in Equations (1)

ommon

hoi e in the literature is that

wi (x)

de reases

in su h a way that the nearer a node is to a point, the

greater it inuen es this point; but, this

hoi e is revised in Se tion 3.

The meshless method for the resolution PDEs of

onsists in using the shape fun tions (2)

as the test fun tions and the trial fun tions in the variational prin iple of these PDEs. In
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this paper, the PDEs under
homogeneous, isotropi

3

onsideration are the equilibrium equations of two-dimensional,

and linear-elasti

solids undergoing small displa ements. We refer to

the overview paper [9℄ for the issues related to the enfor ement of the essential boundary
onditions and to the numeri al integration, and for the resulting stiness matrix and load
ve tor.

2.1. Choi e of the basis and of the weights
In the following, we always use a linear basis:

pT = [1, x, y],

whi h proved to be a good trade-

o between speed and e ien y. But, the enri hed method des ribed later also works with
another basis. We de ide to use the same weight for ea h regular node (in
enri hed nodes des ribed later): a quarti

weight fun tion on a

ontrast with the

ir ular support

wi (x) = S4 (s)
where we use the quarti

spline

S4 (s) =



1 − 6s2 + 8s3 − 3s4
0

and the normalized distan e is

s=
with

Ri

A

ording to our experien e,
hoi e.

if
if

s≤1
s>1

(6)

kx − xi k
Ri

(7)

i.

the radius of the inuen e domain of node

that ea h point of the domain is
is a good

(5)

overed by at least

3

These radii must be large enough so

supports (3 being the size of the basis).

Ri = 1.7 × h, where h is the

hara teristi

nodal spa ing distan e,

It is useful for the explanation of the enri hed method to plot a weight fun tion and a shape
fun tion. So,

onsider

5×5

nodes regularly distributed in a domain

The weight fun tion and the shape fun tion of the

[−2, 2] × [−2, 2] (h = 1).
(0, 0) are plotted

entral node lo ated at

in Figure 1. We see that these fun tions exhibit the same shape although their amplitude is
dierent. More plots showing the resemblan e between the weight fun tions and the shape
fun tions

an be found in Referen e [17℄.

2.2. Modied weights in presen e of ra ks
The distan e
rosses a

s

in Equation (5) must be modied if the line segment joining

xi

and

x

ra k line in order to represent the displa ement dis ontinuity a ross this line. As in

Referen e [18℄,

s

be omes the total length of the shortest path from

xi

to

x

that lies entirely

within the domain (divided by the radius of the support):

s=
where

xc

are the

oordinates of the

kx − xc k + kxc − xi k
Ri

ra k tip near

(8)

xi .

2.3. Additional nodes in presen e of ra ks
If a node is lo ated on a

ra k, it is split in two; one node is moved of a small distan e at one

side of the

ra k and the other is moved of the same amount at the other side. Moreover, it is
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Figure 1. The resemblan e between a weight fun tion and a shape fun tion
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Figure 2. Additional nodes at both sides of the

good to add some nodes at ea h side of the

ra k

ra k as illustrated in Figure 2. In this way, the

shaded areas where the MLS approximation is an extrapolation disappear. In our experien e,
this always improves the quality of the solution.

3. NEAR-TIP FIELD ENRICHMENT
As explained in the introdu tion, the meshless method is parti ularly suitable to simulate
propagation. But, spe ial
the displa ement near the

ra k

are must be taken in order to pre isely model the high gradient of
ra k tip. Otherwise, the SIFs are underestimated and the life

of the stru tures overestimated. Let us re all that, in the absen e of mode III, the near-tip
displa ement eld is given by:

u (x)
QI (x)
QII (x)
Copyright

= KI QI (x) + KII QII (x)
r


 
r
1
cos θ2  κ − 1 + 2 sin2 2θ 
=
sin θ2 κ + 1 − 2 cos2 2θ
2µ 2π
r

 

r
1
sin 2θ  κ + 1 + 2 cos2 θ2 
=
cos 2θ −κ + 1 + 2 sin2 2θ
2µ 2π
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where

KI

and

KII

is the Kolosov

r is the distan e to the tip, θ is
∈ [−π, π]), µ is the shear modulus and

are mode I and mode II SIFs respe tively,

the angle measured from a line ahead of the

κ

5

ra k (θ

onstant. We rst review the existing methods to address this di ulty and

then explain our method

3.1. Review of existing methods
To address the problem of this high gradient, in Referen es [4, 5, 6℄, the spatial dis retization is
rened near the tip. These nodal arrangements are moved with the
quasi-stati

propagation. For dynami

formulation is used in Referen e [12℄ to

ra k tip at ea h step of the

ra k propagation, an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
ontinuously relo ate the nodes. In Referen es [7, 8, 13℄,

the spatial dis retization is ne in the whole domain; this leads of

ourse to high

omputation

osts. Another approa h to this problem of the singularity is to use an enri hed basis: either
a fully enri hed basis



 
 
 
 
√
√
θ √
θ √
θ
θ
p = 1, x, y, r cos
, r sin
, r sin
sin (θ) , r cos
sin (θ)
2
2
2
2
√
T
Referen es [11, 14℄ or a partially enri hed basis p = [1, x, y, r] as in Referen
T

as in

e [14℄.

These methods work well, parti ularly the fully enri hed basis, but this fully enri hed method
is quite

omputationally expensive be ause a

point, see Equations (3) and (4), instead of a
basis. To redu e this
ra k tip and the

7 × 7 matrix must
3 × 3 matrix as it

be inverted at ea h Gauss
is the

ase with the linear

ost, it is possible to use the enri hed method in a region surrounding the

lassi

method away from the

ra k tip with a transition region in between.

Finally, the enri hment of the trial fun tions is also proposed in Referen e [11℄:

uh (x) =

N
X

φi (x) ui +

nc is the number of

ra k tips and

j
QjI (x) kIj + QjII (x) kII

j=1

i=1

where

nc h
X

kIj

and

with mode I and mode II respe tively at tip

j
kII

i

(12)

are additional degrees of freedom asso iated

j . It is

quite heavy to introdu e this trial fun tion

into the variational prin iple, but the method works well. This

omes at the

ost of an in rease

in the band-width of the stiness matrix be ause the additional degrees of freedom intera t
with every other degrees of freedom. Again, it is possible to restri t the enri hments in regions
surrounding the

ra k tips to redu e this

ost.

3.2. Enri hment with spe ial weight fun tions
Our enri hed method

onsists in adding some nodes with spe ial weight fun tions at ea h

tip. Using the Equations (2) to (4) of the MLSA, ea h node and its asso iated weight
fun tion give a shape fun tion that enri h the set of regular shape fun tions. Our aim is
that these shape fun tions behave in a way similar to the near tip displa ement eld given in
Equations (9) to (11). To that end, we

hoose the

weight fun tions to behave in a way similar
shape fun tions resemble them 

to Equations (10) and (11) and we expe t that the resulting
as it is the

ase for the regular nodes in Figure (1).

More pre isely, the following

riteria guide us in the

√

hoi e of the spe ial weight fun tions:

r for small r: this is the main
1
to obtain by derivation a stress eld that varies as √ for small r.
r

1. The weight fun tions should vary as
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2. They should be positive: this is requested for the positive deniteness of the

A

matrix,

given by Equation (4).
3. They should have an angular variation of the same kind as those in Equations (10)


θ
θ
and (11): this suggests using cos
2 and sin 2 .
4. They should be zero outside a ir ular support like the regular weights: this provides the
enri hment with a lo al

A

hara ter.

ording to some experiments, the use in

to be a good

onjun tion of the three following weights appears

hoi e:

 
√
θ
α r cos
S4 (s)
2

 
√
θ
S4 (s)
α r 1 + sin
2

 
√
θ
α r 1 − sin
S4 (s)
2

wc (x) =
wp (x) =
wm (x) =

(13)

(14)

(15)

In these equations,

• The indi es c, p and m respe
• S4 is the quarti spline fun

tively stand for  os, plus sin and minus sin.
tion of Equation (6) and the normalized distan e

again given by Equation (7), with the

s

is

oordinates of the three nodes being identi al:

xc = xp = xm = xtip .
•

We also hoose an identi al radius of the inuen e domain, whi h normalizes the distan e
in Equation (7):

Rc = Rp = Rm .

We

hoose that this radius is equal to the minimum

of the radius of the neighboring regular nodes and the distan e between the tip and the
rst

•

The

ra k tip. So, the domain of inuen e does not

α fa

tor

ontain any kink.

ontrols the amplitude of the enri hed weight

of the regular nodes;

α=1

is a reasonable

ompared with the amplitude

hoi e.

We observe that the three fun tions meet the previous

riteria:

′
and the derivative of the spline fun tion equals zero: S4 (s) = 0. So, for
∂wc,p,m
θ xed, the partial derivatives of the spe ial weight fun tions
are proportional
∂r
1
to √ at the tip. These derivatives appear in the derivatives of the shape fun tion by
r
derivation of Equation (2), whi h in turn provide the desired singularity to the stress

1. At

r = 0, s = 0

eld.


θ
θ
2. They are positive sin e the quarti spline is positive and so are cos
2 , 1 + sin 2 and

1 − sin θ2 (θ ∈ [−π, π]).
3. The three spe ial weight fun tions are dominant in three dierent areas around the tip.

wc is dominant in front of
θ = π and wm is dominant
dis ontinuous along the

the

ra k,

wp

is dominant on the side of the

on the other side where

ra k.

4. The presen e of the spline provides the lo al

θ = −π .

Moreover,

wp

ra k where

and

wm

are

hara ter of the spe ial fun tions.

φc , φp and φm that result from the hosen spe ial
5 × 5 nodes as in Figure 1 and a ra k whose tip is

In Figure 3, we illustrate the shape fun tions
weight fun tions. We use the same set of
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Figure 3. Enri hed shape fun tions

lo ated at

(0, 0).

The three enri hed nodes are added at the tip. The radius of their support is

the same as those of the regular nodes. We plot the enri hed shape fun tions
and also show the plane with the nodes and the

φc , φp

and

φm

ra k under the same perspe tive. We observe

that they have the desired properties:

1. They vary as

√
r

near the tip and like a spline further.

2. They are dominant in dierent areas around the tip.
3.

φp

and

φm

exhibit a dis ontinuity along the

ra k that strengthens the displa ement

dis ontinuity provided by the modi ation of the weights explained in Se tion 2.2. This
will permit to represent more a

urately the opening of the

ra k.

We emphasize on the fa t that the enri hed fun tions are introdu ed easily and inexpensively in
a meshless method formulation. Indeed, there is no need to manage an enri hed area, a normal
area and a transition area like with the other enri hed methods des ribed at the beginning of
this se tion.
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4. FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS
The stress intensity fa tors are

al ulated by

onservation integrals

onverted into a domain

form [19℄. In mixed-mode problems, auxiliary solutions (10) and (11) are used in two intera tion
onservation integrals to dire tly obtain both fa tors, see Referen e [20℄. The integration
domain is a square
a

entered on the tip and the half-side of this square is equal to the length of

ra k in rement. The domain thus does not

ontain any kink. For

onstant amplitude

y li

loadings, the range of the SIF is dened as

∆K = Kmax − Kmin
where

Kmax

Kmin

and

are

the

SIFs

(16)

orresponding

to

the

maximum

(σmax )

and

minimum (σmin ) applied loads respe tively.
In general, the
by su

ra k path is a

urved path. In our analysis,

ra k propagation is simulated

essive linear in rements. We have to determine the dire tion and the length of these
riteria exist for the determination of the dire tion of

ra k growth under

mixed-mode loading. The most important are: maximum prin ipal stress

in rements. Several

riterion, maximum

energy release rate riterion and minimum strain energy density riterion. These riteria predi t
kink angles of almost the same size, espe ially in the ase of small or medium mixed-mode
K
ratio KII . In the present work, the maximum prin ipal stress riterion is used, whi h postulates
I
that the ra k growth o urs in a dire tion perpendi ular to the maximum prin ipal stress.
Thus, at ea h

ra k tip, the lo al dire tion of

ra k growth

θc

is determined by the

ondition

that the lo al shear stress is zero, that is (see for example Referen e [21℄ for details):

KI sin θc + KII (3 cos θc − 1) = 0

(17)

Solving this equation gives

θc = 2 arctan
A

ording to this

KI −

!
p
2
KI2 + 8KII
4KII

(18)

riterion, the equivalent mode I SIF is

KIeq = KI cos3

θc
θc
θc
− 3KII cos2
sin
2
2
2

This equivalent stress intensity fa tor is useful in the unstable fra ture
the following propagation law. To model the stable

(19)
riterion below and in

ra k propagation, we use the generalized

Paris' law:

where
y les

da
m
= C (∆KIeq )
(20)
dN
C and m are material properties, a is the ra k length, N is the number of loading
and ∆KIeq is obtained by Equation (19) with ∆KI and ∆KII instead of KI and KII .

The number of loading

y les required to extend the

ra k from the initial length to a given

length is evaluated by integrating this law with a trapezoidal rule.
A

ompromise must be made regarding the value of the linear in rement length

∆a.

If

it is too small, the inuen e domain of the enri hed nodes and the integration domain of
the

onservation integral are small and this leads to ina

urate results. If it is too long, the

pie ewise linear path an not pre isely represent the real urved path. For single- ra ked bodies,
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Half-length of the

FI

a

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

 Referen e [22℄

1.014

1.055

1.123

1.216

1.334

1.481

1.68

 without enri hment

0.967

1.010

1.075

1.162

1.272

1.408

1.586

4.6%

4.3%

4.3%

4.4%

4.6%

4.9%

5.6%

1.004

1.057

1.125

1.217

1.333

1.477

1.668

0.99%

0.15%

0.14%

0.05%

0.09%

0.26%

0.74%

FI

ra k

Error  without enri hment

FI

 with enri hment

Error  with enri hment

Table I. Mode I normalized stress intensity fa tors for the

∆a

is kept

onstant. For multi- ra ked bodies, we

in rement length

∆KIeq

∆amax ,

is maximum and then at every

∆KIeq,max

ra k problem

onstant value for the maximum
ra k tip as the tip where

ra k tip the in rement is given by



∆KIeq
∆KIeq,max

m

(21)

is the range of the equivalent mode I SIF at the prin ipal

is the exponent in Paris' law. A

∆amax

hoose a

entered

and after ea h step we sele t the prin ipal

∆a = ∆amax
where

9

ordingly, the in rement at the prin ipal

and is smaller than this value at other

ra k tip and

m

ra k tip is equal to

ra k tips. We note that the prin ipal tip

an

hange during the propagation.
Instability of the
material property
orresponding to
our method:

ra ked body o

σmax

at the prin ipal

KIeq,max,max > KIc where KIc is a
KIeq,max,max is the equivalent mode I SIF

urs when

alled the fra ture toughness.

ra k tip. This

ra k in rements are added until this

ondition is the stopping

riterion in

ondition is met.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

5.1. Single entered ra k
The rst example is a single
square side is

2

units and the

ra k,

entered in a square plate under uniform tension. The

ra k length

2a

varies from

0.2

to

1.4

units. A set of

uniformly spa ed nodes is used. A number of nodes, whi h grows with the
on the

21 × 21

ra k, are lo ated

ra k so they are splitted in two. We solve the problem with the three enri hed nodes

at both tips on one hand and without them on the other hand in order to
The radius of the support of ea h (regular or enri hed) node is
performed by dividing the square in
fatigue

20 × 20

ells, with

8×8

0.17

ompare the results.

units. The integration is

Gauss points in ea h

ra k growth theory is not applied for this problem; the

ell. The

ra k grows by step of

0.1

units at ea h tip. This is justied be ause the SIFs are the same at both tips.
K
In Table I, we ompare the values of FI = √ I
for this range of a without and with the 3
σ πa
enri hments, with the solution in Referen e [22℄. This table shows the signi ant improvement
of the results when the enri hed method is used. For
as for
The
the

a ≥ 0.2;

a = 0.1, the

omputed SIF is not as good

this is probably due to the overlapping of the supports of the 2 enri hments.

omputational overhead of the enri hed method is weak  only 4% of the CPU
lassi

Copyright

ost of

method.
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Length of the

FI

ra k

a

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

 Referen e [22℄

1.23

1.49

1.85

2.32

3.01

4.15

6.40

12.0

 without enri hment

1.151

1.404

1.745

2.190

2.823

3.856

5.843

10.55

6.4%

5.8%

5.7%

5.6%

6.2%

7.1%

8.7%

12.1%

FI

Error  without enri hment

FI

 with enri hment

Error  with enri hment

1.217

1.477

1.836

2.306

2.978

4.086

6.239

11.45

1.0%

0.86%

0.78%

0.62%

1.1%

1.6%

2.5%

4.6%

Table II. Mode I normalized stress intensity fa tors for the edge

ra k problem

5.2. Single edge ra k
In Table II, we present the results for a single edge

ra k in a square plate under uniform

tension. We use the same geometry and the same set of nodes as in the previous se tion. We
see that the enri hed method gives on e again far better results than the

lassi

method.

5.3. Single entered angled ra k
To validate the new method for mixed-mode problems, we

onsider a stati

units long) in a re tangular plate (90 × 180) under uniform tension (σ
uniformly spa ed nodes is used and

4

angled

= 160). A

nodes are added on ea h side of the

ra k (18

set of

19 × 37

ra k (Figure 4) to

avoid the problem des ribed in Se tion 2.3 with the shaded area of Figure 2. The radius of
the support of ea h (regular or enri hed) node is

18 × 36

ells, with

8×8

Gauss points in ea h

number of integration points in ea h
these

8.5

units. The integration is performed on

ell. Some

ells are

ut by the

ra k but the

ell appears to be su ient and there is no need to divide

ells or to add Gauss points in them.

We plot in Figure 5 mode I and mode II stress intensity fa tors for some values of the

ra k

angle obtained with or without the enri hment. The enri hment improves the results for every
value of the angle and shows very good agreement with Referen e [22℄.

5.4. Single edge angled ra k
The fatigue growth of an edge angled

ra k that we study in this se tion is a more

hallenging

problem than those studied before. We use the same dimensions, the same material properties
and the same loading as in Referen e [3℄ to perform a
(100

mm × 200 mm)

with a

ra k (a0

= 20 mm)

perpendi ular to the edge is submitted to a

y li

omparison. A re tangular plate
◦
with a line

that makes an angle 40

tension (σmax

= 40 N/mm, σmin = 0)

at both ends. The material properties are as follows:

E = 74000 N/mm2
ν = 0.3
3
KIc = 1897.36 N/mm 2
m = 3.32
C = 2.087136 × 10−13
We use a regular set of

21 × 41

nodes plus

node at the interse tion between the
nodes at the

1

(22)

fra ture toughness
Paris exponent
Paris

onstant

nodes on ea h side of the initial

ra k. There is a

3 enri

hed

ra k grows, these enri hed nodes move with the

regular node on ea h side of the

2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Prepared using nmeauth. ls

modulus

ra k and the edge that is splitted in two. The

ra k tip are used. When the

ra k tip and we add

Copyright

5

elasti

Poisson ratio

ra k in rement. The radius of the
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σ

θ

σ

Figure 4. Set of nodes for the plate with an angled

ra k

900

o : Exact solution

800

v : Classic meshless method solution
x : Enriched meshless method solution

700
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500

400

300

200
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0
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30

40
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Figure 5. Stress intensity fa tors for the
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I

K ,K

II

1500

KI
500

K

II

0

−500
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35
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Length of crack
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55
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Figure 6. Stress intensity fa tors for the edge angled

65

ra k problem

65

60

55

Length of crack

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

0

2

4

6
8
Number of cycles

10

12

4

Figure 7. Fatigue-life diagram for the edge angled

support of the enri hed nodes is equal to

8.5 mm.

The

radius of the support of the enri hed nodes are equal to
on

20 × 40

ells, with again

8×8

Gauss points in ea h

The variation of the SIFs with the

14
x 10

ra k problem

ra k in rement length

5 mm.

∆a

and the

The integration is performed

ell.

ra k length and the fatigue-life diagram are presented

in Figures 6 and 7 respe tively. On these gures, the asterisk represents the failure. The total

61.3 mm when unstable ra k growth o urs and the life of the stru ture is
131411 y les. This is in good agreement with results in Referen e [3℄: 61.2 mm
length and 144885 y les. The ra k path is plotted in Figure 8. We observe a

ra k length is
evaluated as
for the nal
sudden

hange of the dire tion of the

ra k at the beginning of the propagation. This

is su h that mode II SIF vanishes. After that initial kink, the

Copyright
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hange

ra k grows in a straight line.
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σ

40°

σ
Figure 8. Cra k path for the edge angled

ra k problem

5.5. Two internal non- olinear ra ks
A re tangular plate (90 mm
ra ks (length

σmin = 0) at
is 15 mm and

= 10 mm

× 180 mm)

with

2

internal, parallel, non- olinear and non-angled

for both) is submitted to a

y li

tension (σmax

both ends. The horizontal distan e between the two tips
the verti al distan e is

= 160 N/mm,

lose to ea h other

5 mm. The material properties are the same as in the
19 × 37 nodes plus 2 nodes on ea h side of both initial

previous se tion. We use a regular set of
ra ks (radius=8.5 mm) and the

3

enri hed nodes at ea h

ra k tip. When the

ra k grows,

the enri hed nodes move and regular nodes are added as in Se tion 5.4. The maximum
in rement length

∆amax

is equal to

2 mm.

ea h tip is equal to the in rement of the
is performed on

18 × 36

ells, with again

ra k of the previous step at this tip. The integration

8×8

Gauss points in ea h

ell.

The evolution of the SIFs at the most interior ra k tip (A) and at the
(B ) with the

ra k

The radius of the support of the enri hed nodes at

ra k tip near the edge

ra k length is plotted in Figure 9. The fatigue-life diagram and the

ra k paths

are presented in Figures 10 and 11 respe tively. In the beginning, it is a pure mode I state and
the SIFs at

B

A

and

B

are about the same. Then, mode I fa tor at

and mode II fa tor at

ra k. But, when the

A

be omes negative so that the

ra k tips

mode I fa tor in reases

A

ontinuously at

B.

urve towards the other

Finally, the equivalent mode I SIF at
urs at the

ra k tips

B.

B

ex eeds

This predi tion of

ra k growth path is in good agreement with the experimental results reported in

Referen e [23℄. The life of the stru ture is evaluated as

Copyright

in reases qui ker than at

overlap, the stress intensity fa tors tend to de rease, while

the fra ture toughness and unstable fra ture o
the fatigue

A

ra k paths

2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. Stress intensity fa tors for the two internal

ra ks problem

25

Extension at crack tips

20

15
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Total

5

A
B

0

0

1000

2000

3000
4000
Number of cycles

5000

6000

Figure 10. Fatigue-life diagram for the two internal

7000

ra ks problem

with Referen e [3℄.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Enri hed weight fun tions were introdu ed in a meshless method formulation to
singularity of the stress eld at

ra k tips. They permitted to a

apture the

urately evaluate the stress

intensity fa tors with few degrees of freedom. The method was applied to the simulation of
fatigue fra ture of single- or multi- ra ked bodies under
the help of Paris' law. The real
in rements. The dire tion of

urved path of

onstant amplitude

y li

loading with

ra k growth was simulated by pie e-wise linear

ra k growth was predi ted by the maximum prin ipal stress

riterion. Numeri al results showed good agreement with boundary element method results.
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15

σ

180

15
10
A

B
5

B

A

90
σ
Figure 11. Cra k path for the two internal

ra ks problem

Finally, we nd it of interest to quantify the e ien y of the meshless method. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the rst time this is done. The
Se tion 5.5, whi h was solved in 8 steps (ea h step

40, 000 Gauss points

719

to

783

nodes, over

and a linear system solving), only took 23 se onds on a 2.8 GHz personal

omputer with our optimized
solve

omplete resolution of the problem in

omprising from

ode. This proves that the meshless method is really suitable to

ra k propagation problems.
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